Premium gear
for industrial use
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TOP TECHNOLOGY

I

Koellmann Gear gears have proven their worth in machines and plants of all kinds around the world. Our top
technology sets standards by its functional safety, which is
unprecedented in competitive comparison regarding longevity, reliability and customer satisfaction.
Koellmann Gear always takes the safest path in construction
and production. The special gears are no modified standard
products, but customised products developed specifically
for the respective area of use and made of high-quality
components. All suppliers of cast parts, gears, shafts and
bearings must meet the highest quality standards. This could
hardly be warranted at production in low-wage countries
or use of components produced there.
Customers have good reason to trust in Koellmann Gear
gears. Companies in many industries value our competence, long experience and flexibility.
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IN FIVE-STAR QUALITY ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
Gear solutions by Koellmann Gear are the best on the
market. This high quality claim, which is a central part of
the product philosophy, pays off for the customer. Continuous Improvement ensures that even smallest errors are
analysed at once and the corresponding measures are
initiated at Koellmann Gear to prevent future recurrence.
Research and development are very important to Koellmann Gear. The active contribution in the Forschungsvereinigung für Antriebstechnik e. V. (FVA) provides us
with the latest know-how at all times.
Under consideration of the latest technical know-how,
more and more high-performance gears are thus developed in the constructional design.

NO COMPROMISES
The properties of the material used are decisive for highest quality. Long-term suppliers offer the safety required
regarding quality and reliability at Koellmann Gear. The
performance of our suppliers is continually assessed subject to the responsibility of purchasing and in coordination
with our quality management. Consistent goods receipt
inspection at delivery is also decisive to ensure our quality claims. We expect that our suppliers work towards
the customers‘ objectives without limitation. In return, we
consider them partners who understand the interrelations
of our business, strategy and business policy to meet the
highest claims of our customers.
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Compact, stiff ferrocast monoblock housings

Best lubricant supply by integrated oil channels

Diagonally interlocked, specifically optimised
spur gears

Only roller bearings and shaft sealing rings of
renowned manufacturers are used

Best efficiency at concurrently low sound pressure
level

Technical changes reserved

Textile

Forming
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The precision in production, longevity of
gears and long experience have made
Koellmann Gear one of the first addresses
for customised solutions. We offer a statistical failure rate far below one percent and
– if interference occurs after all – have
comprehensive global service around the
clock.
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OUR PRODUCTS
Each industry poses specific requirements to the gears
used. Additionally, the best efficiency is an important aspect of the requirements profile. Koellmann Gear offers
its customers gears with innovative top technology for all
tasks.
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EXTRUDER GEARS
UNEX is an extruder-gear series with 18 sizes and more
than 500 versions. The build is adjusted to individual customer wishes. Accessories such as oil cooling and oil pumping units complete the offer of the extruder gears.

Flat-film extrusion
Blow-film extrusion
Plate extrusion
Profile and pipe extrusion
Cable coating
Blow-element extrusion
Regranulation

Food extrusion
Lamination and coating
Extrusion of monoand multifilaments
Rubber profile extrusion
Injection moulding and
similar machines

Mixing and agitator
technology
Chemical industry
Rolling and industrial
furnaces
Steel industry (rolling
plants, straightening facilities, drawing plants, forming plants)

Conveyor technology
Mining
Jar plant
Crane facilities and lifting
gear
Pumps
Paper industry
Recycling industry (shredders, crushers, breakers)

H-TEC
With H-TEC, Koellmann Gear developed a universal gear
series that is aligned with special industrial processes. At a
consistent distance of input and output shafts, both twoand three-stage solutions can be offered. The diagonal
interlocks are produced sound- and performance-optimised.

SPECIAL GEARS
Production and construction of special gears can be adjusted in a customer-friendly manner by use of interlocked
parts and a modular gear structure.
Even unusual tasks can be solved demand-orientedly and
economically.
Many drive problems have no catalogue solution. We offer
gears specifically aligned with your tasks.
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THE COMPANY
The business area Koellmann Gear and the business
area Koellmann Airtec are part of Thielenhaus Technologies GmbH. Highest quality and technical top performance have a long tradition at Koellmann Gear. Diverse
and economic solutions for the many different industries
and applications represent high flexibility of the product
ranges. In spite of the many different products and application areas, the guiding principle that is primarily aligned
with technical progress for the customers‘ and end users‘
benefits is consistent.
The customers in engineering and plant construction value
Koellmann Gear as one of the most competent providers
of drive-technical solutions.
Koellmann Gear supplies many renowned producers with
customised gear designs and also offers comprehensive
complete service.
The Thielenhaus/Koellmann team is made up of more than
220 employees, many of which have been with our company for decades. Flat hierarchies and open, departmentcomprehensive communication, ensure high work satisfaction. All employees receive continuous further training in
their areas of activity and are thus able to consult customers at the respective latest state of the art.
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Koellmann Gear and Koellmann Airtec, now business
areas of Thielenhaus Technologies GmbH, started out in
gear factory Köllmann GmbH, founded in Leipzig in 1904.
After World War II, gear production was continued at the
Langenberg site, where only longitudinal mills were produced before. The company moved to Düsseldorf-Heerdt
in 1951.
Four years later, it was assumed by the machine factory
Ernst Thielenhaus GmbH, which brought the gear and
compressor construction to its new factory in Wuppertal
in 1964. Since the owner change, the company has been
called Zahnradwerk Köllmann GmbH.
In the scope of re-origination of Thielenhaus group, the
gear factory was integrated into the business areas Koellmann Gear and Koellmann Airtec of Thielenhaus Technologies GmbH in October 2002.
Since 1974, the subsidiary Koellmann Gear Corporation
has been operating successfully on the North-American
market in Waldwick, New Jersey/USA. The entire product
range and service range area is offered here.
Upon opening of the Chinese production site Thielenhaus
Machinery Shanghai at the end of 2007, the market entry
in Asia was successful as well.

SERVICE RANGE
Technical support (solutions for lubrication,
cooling, monitoring components, changes to
the technical data)
Preventive maintenance
(e.g. visual assessment/endoscopy, frequency
analysis, oil analysis)
Damage assessment (assessment/measurement of all components)
Repairs, general overhauls (also for thirdparty gears)
Replacement deliveries (continuous supply of
interlocks, roller bearings, cooling coils, heat
exchangers, motor pumps and other wear
and standard parts)
Training (for sale, construction and maintenance)
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24-hour service hotline
+ 49 (0)2 02 / 4 81-1 10
service@koellmann-gear.com

Koellmann Gear Corporation

Division Koellmann Gear
Thielenhaus Technologies GmbH

8 Industrial Park
Waldwick, NJ 07463 U.S.A.
Phone: +1 (201) 447 0200
Fax: +1 (201) 447 6595
E-mail: info@koellmann.com
www.koellmann.com

Schwesterstraße 50
42285 Wuppertal, Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 2 02 4 81 0
Fax: +49 (0)2 02 4 81 296
E-mail: info@koellmann-gear.com
www.koellmann-gear.com

Division Koellmann Gear
Thielenhaus Machinery (Shanghai) Co., Ltd

A Division of

Jiangtian Dong Lu 212, building 7
Songjiang Industrial Zone
201613 Shanghai, P.R. China
Phone: +86 (21) 67 75 31 58
Fax: +86 (21) 33 52 87 67
E-mail: info@thielenhaus.cn
www.thielenhaus.cn

